
EXHIBIT
DESCRIPTIONS

Spring Winding Table
This exhibit allows visitors to change
the shape of a straight wire into a
spring shaped wire.

Rolling Mill
A rolling mill is a machine that flattens
metal. Visitors flatten their own penny
by turning a wheel, applying force to
the penny.

Toggle Press
The toggle press will further deform
the penny when visitors use the lever
to bend it.

Artifact Arrays: Wagons + Coins

Every object in our world has a story
of how it is made. This exhibit tells
that story by showing you the
technology used to manufacture
familiar childhood objects!

The exhibit takes visitors onto the
factory floor through hands-on
activities that involve cutting,
molding, deforming and assembly.

DEFORM



3-Axis Mill
Visitors use this industrial machines
to machine a block of wax by moving
it along the X, Y, or Z axis.

Artifact Arrays: Sneakers + Carousel

Die Cutting Table
A die cutter is a machine used to cut the same shape
over and over. In this exhibit, visitors will be cutting a
pattern of a box or a horse that can be folded and taken
home. 

Wax Cutting Table
Wax is a very simple material to cut. Various sculpting
tools are available for visitors to experience sculpting by
hand.

CUT



Injection Molder
Push a button on the front of the
enclosure to start the injection
molder. The machine will produce a
spoon that visitors can take home.

Mold Matching Table
Match finished objects with the industrial molds from which they were
made. Real industrial molds are secured to display tables. All of the molds
used in this display were once used in manufacturing workshops.

Mold Filling
Visitors use this machine to see
how the injection molding process
works while producing their own
molded objects. 

Artifact Arrays: Balls + Crayons

MOLD



People Matching
Game
This exhibit gives visitors the
opportunity to examine four different
professions related to
manufacturing.

ASSEMBLE

Artifact Arrays: Traffic Lights + Toy Cars

Trolley Assembly Table
The trolley activity is an example of how people assemble
products in factories. Visitors use available parts to
assemble and dismantle a miniature trolley.

Trolley Sorter + Test Track
 This activity encourages visitors to test the trolleys
they've made and disassemble them after use.



Lockers
In the locker area, outfits are available for visitors to dress up like factory workers. Clothing items include lab coats,
safety glasses, high visibility jackets, rubber boots, and hard hats. 

Factory Role Playing

For pricing and availability, please contact:

Josh Annett | jannett@museumofdiscovery.org | 501.537.4601


